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Availability Modeling of Generalized k-out-of-n: G
Warm Standby Systems With PEPA

Xiaoyue Wu, Jane Hillston, Cheng Feng

Abstract—Developing analytical availability models for k-
out-of-n: G warm standby repairable systems with many non-
identical components is tedious and error-prone, requiring spec-
ification of the generator matrix of a high dimensional Markov
chain. Using the performance evaluation process algebra (PEPA)
as an intermediary, this paper gives a new modeling approach
for availability evaluation of such systems with r repair facilities.
The components of the system are classified into n different
groups that consist of statistically identical components follow-
ing exponential time-to-failure and repair time distributions. A
library of PEPA components and their actions are defined for
system component groups, repair facilities, repair queue and
system dynamics. To capture the dependency of system states
on components, a signaling mechanism is realized by actions
with suitably high rates. A compilation tool is provided to
automatically generate the PEPA model from a brief specification
of the system, using the library components. This provides
input for the PEPA analysis tool and is amenable to availability
analysis. Examples are used to illustrate the proposed modeling
method. Modeling with PEPA provides an efficient way to deal
with availability evaluation of systems considered with many
groups of repairable components.

Index Terms—Reliability modeling, availability, process alge-
bra, redundant systems, Markov processes.

ACRONYM

PEPA Performance evaluation process algebra

CTMC Continuous-time Markov chain

BDD Binary decision diagram

MMDD Multi-state multi-valued decision diagram

SAN Stochastic automata network

PH Phase-type

DFT Dynamic fault tree

s-identical Statistically identical

NOTATIONS

n number of component groups in the system

N set defined as {1, 2, . . . , n}
M total number of components in the system

Gi ith group of components
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Ni number of components in Gi

k integer, the system will fail if the number of

active up components is less than k

r number of repair facilities

λi failure rate in active up mode for components

in Gi (parameter of exponential distribution)

λ′
i failure rate in warm up mode for components

in Gi (parameter of exponential distribution)

µi repair rate for components in Gi (parameter

of exponential distribution)

a active up state of component

w warm up state of component

f down state of component

z frozen state of component

lia number of components in state a for Gi

liw number of components in state w for Gi

lif number of components in state f for Gi

liz number of components in state z for Gi

xi state of ith component group

s state of system. s = (l1f , l
2
f , · · · , l

n
f )

mi number of failed components of Gi in queue

for repair

m state of queue for repair

B
i,u

lia,l
i
w,li

f
,liz

PEPA component for component of Gi in state

(lia, l
i
w, l

i
f , l

i
z), when the system is in up state.

B
i,d

lia,l
i
w,li

f
,liz

PEPA component for component of Gi in state

(lia, l
i
w, l

i
f , l

i
z), when the system is in down

state.

ǫ a very large activity rate for a PEPA compo-

nent to send out its state change signal almost

instantaneously after its state change

fail ia, failL
i
a action types representing failure of compo-

nents of Gi in active mode

fail iw, failL
i
w action types representing failure of compo-

nents of Gi in warm mode

repi, repB i action types representing repair for compo-

nents of Gi

acci action type representing start of repairing

component of Gi

hot i action type letting one of components of Gi

enter into state a from state w

warm i action type letting one of components of Gi

enter into state w from state a

freezei action type that lets all up components of Gi

enter into state z
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defreezeij action type that lets j components of Gi enter

into state a

Vi, V∅ PEPA component representing that a repair

facility is in the state of repairing a failed

component of group Gi. V∅ denotes that the

facility is in idle state

Gs, G
′
s PEPA components corresponding to system

behavior in state s

Lm PEPA components corresponding to behavior

of the repair queue in state m

α(m) function used to determine from which group

to select a component to enter the repair

process when the queue is in state m

Λ(m) map for the resulting state of the queue after

taking out a component for repair when the

queue is in state m

Id(s) indicator function capturing whether the sys-

tem in state s is up or down

s ≡ u system state s is an up state

s ≡ d system state s is a down state

I. INTRODUCTION

RELIABILITY of a system refers to the probability that

the system will perform its required function under given

conditions for a stated time interval without failure. Avail-

ability is a broader term, but usually refers to the stationary

availability or steady state availability [1], representing the

long-term probability that the system is available, or the

fraction of time that the system is in the operational state.

Reliability and availability are closely related concepts, and

jointly reflect the dependability of the system in delivering

its service. To increase the dependability of critical systems,

various kinds of standby redundancy techniques have been

widely adopted in engineering practice. Examples include

power plants with multiple generators, fault-tolerant computer

systems and airplanes with multiple engines. According to the

failure characteristics of the redundant components, standby

designs are classified as cold, warm and hot standby [2].

For warm standby systems, the redundant components in the

standby state are exposed to partial operational stresses and

typically fail at a lower rate than the operating components.

When an operating component fails, an available component

in warm standby becomes active to replace it. Note that both

hot and cold standby systems can be regarded as a special case

of warm standby systems.

Because of its wide application in engineering and theo-

retical challenges, considerable effort has been dedicated to

modeling and analysing the dependability of warm standby

systems [3] [4]. Generally, the existing modeling and analysis

methods can be classified into four categories [5]: state space-

based methods, combinatorial methods, simulation methods,

and recursive numerical methods. In our work we follow a

state space-based approach, seeking to construct a continuous

time Markov chain (CTMC) to model the system’s dynamic

behaviors. However, rather than construct the CTMC directly,

we use the formal modeling language PEPA (Performance

Evaluation Process Algebra), as an intermediary. PEPA is a

well-established modeling language, supported by a rich suite

of software tools [6], which uses compositional descriptions

of interacting components to derive large-scale CTMC models

that can be subjected to a variety of analyses. Using PEPA

as an intermediary we are able to avoid the time-consuming

and error-prone work of constructing a CTMC by hand to

estimate availability. However, since many modelers will be

unfamiliar with the formal notation used in PEPA, we provide

the availability modeler with a library of predefined PEPA

components and a high-level specification language which

allows the PEPA model reflecting the system of interest to

be constructed automatically.

A. Related Work

State space-based methods, which are typically based on

CTMCs, can effectively model the system’s dynamic behav-

iors. Usually, the components are assumed to have exponential

life time and repair time distributions. The reliability or

availability is usually modeled by a CTMC and solved through

Laplace transform. Many kinds of warm standby systems have

been studied using this approach. Some important examples

include: 1-out-of-2:G systems with common cause failures and

human errors [7], with imperfect sensing and switching [8],

2-out-of-5:G systems with common cause failures and replace-

ments [9], k-out-of-n:G warm standby system with r repair

facilities [10] [11], with balking and reneging components

[12], with components with multiple failure modes [13], with

unreliable repair facilities [14], warm standby systems with

two non-identical components and failure of switching [15],

warm standby subsystems with two non-identical components

and in series connection with another subsystem [16]. In cases

of nonexponential distributions, supplementary variable tech-

niques [17]–[22] and phase-type (PH) distribution techniques

[23] [24] can be used. Moreover, warm standby systems with

s-identical components can be solved by developing iterative

equations for state probabilities by event decomposition [25]

[26]. However, the state-based approach suffers from the state

space explosion problem and difficulty in generating the tran-

sition rate matrix when the number of components becomes

moderately large. Sometimes, the expressions involving warm

standby non-identical components can be so long that they

occupy more than half a paper [16] [27], resulting in models

that are complicated and hard to verify or solve.
Combinatorial methods are based on an algebra of event

probabilities, and have been applied to many systems, in-

cluding: systems with components having proportional hazard

rates [28], two-unit parallel systems [29], k-out-of-n: G warm

standby systems [2] [4], 1-out-of-N : G warm standby systems

with special features [30] [31], k-out-of-n:G systems with

a single warm standby component [32] and systems having

two identical sets of components [33]. Besides, binary decision

diagram (BDD) and multi-state multi-valued decision diagram

(MMDD) have been applied for reliability evaluation of k-out-

of-n: G systems [34]. In most cases, combinatorial methods

are numerically very efficient, but are restricted to systems

with non-repairable components.
Recursive numerical methods are proposed by Levitin,

Xing and Dai [5], [35]–[38], which use algorithms based on
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discretization approximation of component’s distributions, and

recursive formulas for reliability evaluation. They have been

applied to many kinds of 1-out-of -N standby systems with

nonidentical warm standby components having general distri-

butions, and special features, including imperfect switching

mechanisms, state-dependent standby mode transfers, random

replacement times, and dynamic uneven backups. However, in

the existing literature on those methods, system components

are assumed to be non-repairable during the mission.

Simulation methods place the least restrictions on the sys-

tem, but require more computational time to ensure precise

estimates. For example, Huang et al. obtained the reliability of

a special warm standby system by simulation using Reliasoft’s

BlockSim software [33].

In most of the literature on warm standby systems with

repairable components, components are assumed to be s-

identical. Warm standby systems with more than two non-

identical components have received less attention. Based on

a CTMC model, Zhang et al. [27] studied the availability

of a 3-out-of-4 repairable warm standby system with non-

identical components divided into two groups. Later, Zhang

et al. [39] extended the work to a k-out-of-n:G system

with two types of components. Although theoretically this

approach can be extended to systems with more than two

groups of components, the construction of the state transition

diagram and the associated transition rate matrix will become

increasingly complicated and difficult to deal with directly.

Khatab et al. [40] noticed that the work by Zhang et al. [39]

is limited to systems with only two categories of components,

and studied k-out-of-n: G systems with more non-identical

components. They gave algorithms for reducing the state space

and constructing the state transition rate matrix. The availabil-

ity is then obtained by a multidimensional Markov model,

either built directly or via a stochastic automata network

(SAN) model. However, the system that they study is assumed

to be a hot standby system, and it is not readily apparent in

the paper how the approach can be extended to the case of

warm standby systems with non-identical components, either

through direct construction of the global generator matrix or

via the SAN descriptor, due to the complex synchronising

events that need to be taken into account. Moreover, the details

of modeling and evaluating availability with SAN are not

presented.

From the above, we can see that the modeling of k-out-

of-n: G warm standby systems with more than two non-

identical repairable components and a limited number of repair

facilities has not been sufficiently investigated, mainly due to

the complex stochastic dependencies involved. However, in

practice, due to different time and locations of installation,

types or sources of manufacturers in order to reduce the risk

of common cause failures, components of redundancy system

may not be statistically identical [27] [36]. In addition, for

availability evaluation of k-out-of-n: G repairable systems us-

ing the CTMC approach, specifying the infinitesimal generator

directly can be time consuming, tedious and error prone.

Therefore, in practice, it is necessary for the CTMC model

to be generated automatically from a higher level modeling

formalism.

PEPA is a high level stochastic modeling method with

clear compositional structure and good quantitative analysis

capability, and as such has found wide application [41]–[43].

For system dependability evaluation, Yan et al. evaluated the

availability of a system with two servers in parallel connection

[44]. Closest to our work is the recent paper by Kloul in which

the author presents a mapping from dynamic fault trees (DFTs)

to PEPA models [45]. As with our work, the motivation for

using PEPA is to provide a bridge between a fault model and

an underlying CTMC. In this paper, we will use PEPA for

dependability modeling of k-out-of-n: G warm standby system

with limited repair facilities.

B. Contributions

This paper is intended to extend the work of [39] by

providing a new availability modeling approach for k-out-

of-n: G repairable systems with more than two component

categories. By building on a set of predefined components de-

veloped in the performance evaluation process algebra (PEPA)

[46], our approach can clearly describe the system’s dynamic

behavior in a compositional way, and avoid direct construction

of the infinitesimal generator of the CTMC model. Moreover,

for our model to be solved using existing PEPA tools, we

provide a tool for compiling our model to a directly executable

PEPA model by the existing PEPA analysis tool [6]. Our

contributions are as follows:

1) We develop a library of PEPA components and com-

position templates to capture the behavior of k-out-of-

n: G repairable systems with more than two component

categories.

2) We establish a high-level specification format for a par-

ticular form of k-out-of-n: G repairable system, which

can be mapped into an appropriate PEPA model using

the library components. Once constructed, this PEPA

model can be compiled using existing software to

generate the underlying CTMC which is amenable to

numerical analysis and from which the availability can

be derived.

3) We present a software tool which automates this map-

ping, compiling the high-level specification into the

corresponding PEPA model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

provides a brief introduction to the PEPA modeling language.

Section III presents the system description and main assump-

tions. Section IV develops the library of PEPA components for

describing the groups of the system, repair facilities, queue for

repair, and system behaviors. In Section V, we introduce our

developed tool for generating the PEPA model automatically

as the input file to the PEPA analysis tool for availability

analysis. The proposed approach is verified and illustrated

by numerical examples. Finally, Section VI concludes this

paper and presents possible future research works along this

direction.

II. PEPA

PEPA is a stochastic process algebra used for modeling

compositional stochastic systems [46]. From the perspective
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of PEPA, a system consists of components cooperating with

each other in their actions, each of which has an associated

exponential time delay.
The syntax of PEPA is concise [46]. A PEPA component

can be expressed using the language constructs defined in the

following grammar:

P ::= (α, λ).P | P + P | P ⊲⊳
L
Q | A (1)

The meanings of each of the combinators are given as follows.

(α, λ).P prefix: the process completes an action of type

α, with an exponential time delay governed by

rate λ, and then becomes process P .

P1 + P2 choice, a process with alternative behaviors

specified by the two distinct PEPA processes

P1 and P2; a race condition determines which

choice is selected and the other is discarded.

P ⊲⊳
L
Q cooperation, the components P and Q must

work simultaneously for action types in the set

L; they proceed independently and concurrently

on all other action types.

A
def
= P constant, a name A can be associated with a

behavior P , allowing cyclic behaviour to be

defined by mutually recursive definitions.

When components are working in cooperation they are

governed by the principle of bounded capacity which enforces

that the rate of the shared action is the minimum of the rates

at which the action is offered in each of the cooperating

components. When a component has no influence over the rate

we say that it is passive and denote the rate by ⊤. In the library

of PEPA components presented in this paper, we will also find

it convenient to have some actions that occur (essentially)

instantaneously. For this purpose, we introduce a very large

rate ǫ. This will be used to signal between components in the

model when a state change has occurred.
For convenience, we also introduce some derived syntax.

When the set L is empty, we write P ⊲⊳
L
Q as P ‖ Q.

We will also use the concise notation
∏n

j=1(αj , ǫ) to de-

note component undertaking a sequence of signaling actions

(α1, ǫ), · · · , (αn, ǫ) i.e.,
n∏

j=1

(αj , ǫ).P = (α1, ǫ).(α2, ǫ). · · · .(αn, ǫ).P (2)

For a PEPA component which has the behavior A and also

sometimes the behaviour P depending on proposition x, we

write A+ P |x, with the following meaning:

A+ P |x =

{

A+ P if x is true

A otherwise
(3)

This is useful to capture when the alternative behaviors offered

by a component depend on the current state of the system.
As a simple example, consider a single component which

may fail at exponential rate rf , and be repaired by a single

repair facility at exponential rate rr. We may represent the

component by the PEPA components:

Compup

def
= (fail , rf ).(failed , ǫ).Compdown

Compdown

def
= (repair ,⊤).Compup

whilst the repair facility can be represented as:

Repidle

def
= (failed ,⊤).Repengaged

Repengaged

def
= (repair , rr).Repidle

Here , the component Compup uses a signal, failed , to engage

the repair facility.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS

Usually, a k-out-of-n: G warm standby system requires at

least k of its n components to be up to keep the system in an

operational state. Therefore, it can be seen as a generalization

of a series and parallel system. In this paper, we assume

that the system under study is a k-out-of-n: G warm standby

system with r repair facilities, where n is the number of statis-

tically identical groups of components. This is a generalization

of the system studied in [39], as here n can be greater than

2. As an illustration, a power plant with multiple groups of

generators each with different failure and repair rates can be

thought as an example of such a system [39].

We adopt a view that

1) The components of the system are divided into n groups.

Components of the same group are s-identical with

regards to their failure and repair features.

2) For the system to be operational, at least k components

must be in an active up state.

3) The failure and repair times of all the components are

mutually independent and follow non-identical exponen-

tial distributions. The rates are different for different

groups but all components in the same group have the

same rates.

4) Each group is associated with a priority index. The

components in the same group have equal priority. The

ith group has higher priority than the jth group if i < j.

5) A component with higher priority will be selected for

repair before those with lower priority, but once a repair

has started within a repair facility, it will not be pre-

empted by the failure of a higher priority component.

6) Once a component with higher priority is repaired, if

there is any component with lower priority in an active

up state, it will be replaced by the newly repaired

component and enter into its warm up state.

7) Once an active up component fails, a component with

the same or nearest lower priority index in warm standby

mode will enter into active up mode immediately, if it

is available.

8) The repair facilities are all statistically identical. The

repair is perfect, i.e., a repaired component is as good

as new.

9) When all the repair facilities are occupied, the failed

component must wait in a queue until a repair facility

becomes idle. The size of the queue for waiting for repair

is unlimited.

10) Switching is perfect (without failure) and instantaneous.

11) There are no common cause failures.

12) Once the system fails, no failure will occur for unfailed

components (which will all enter into a frozen state),

but repair work can still be conducted.
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TABLE I
PAREMETERS OF COMPONENT GROUPS

Group failure rate failure rate repair Number of

No in active state in warm state rate Components

1 λ1 λ′

1 µ1 N1

2 λ2 λ′

2 µ2 N2

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

n λn λ′

n µn Nn

13) Initially, all the system components are in the up state,

and all the repair facilities are in the idle state.

In Table I, λi, λ
′
i denote the failure rate of components of

group Gi in active mode and warm mode respectively. µi is

the repair rate of components in group Gi. Ni is the number

of components in group Gi. The total number of components

of the system is M =
∑n

i=1 Ni.

Define the state space of a component as {a, f, w, z}, where

a, f, w, z are defined as follows.

a : component is in active mode and up.

f : component failed and is down.

w : component is in warm mode and up.

z : component is frozen in the up state because of system

failure.

The state z is called the frozen state, meaning that the

component’s current state is suspended in an up state (active

up, or warm up), but it cannot currently fail because the system

is in the down state. Once the system is restored to the up state,

the component will immediately enter the up state.

A. System States

For group Gi, since all the components within the group

are s-identical, its state can be expressed as

xi = (lia, l
i
w, l

i
f , l

i
z) (4)

where lia, l
i
w, l

i
f , l

i
z denote the number of its components in

state a, w, f, z respectively.

Generally speaking, we can specify the system state in terms

of all xi, i ∈ N as defined by (4) . Thus, we can denote a

system state as

x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn) (5)

Let X denote the set of all possible x.

First, it can be shown that the state of the system can be

determined by the numbers of failed components of all groups

[39]. So, a system state can also be denoted as

s = (l1f , l
2
f , · · · , l

n
f ) (6)

To understand this, we just need to show that the state of

each group can be uniquely determined from knowing s.

Let S denote the set of all s. In Tables II and III, we give

the group state patterns when the system is up and down,

respectively.

As shown in Table II, if the system is in the up state,

it means that there is no component in state z, and all the

components not in the failed state must be in either state a or

TABLE II
GROUP STATES WHEN THE SYSTEM IS UP

G1 · · · Gq−1 Gq Gq+1 · · · Gn

l1a · · · l
q−1
a l

q
a 0 · · · 0

0 0 0 l
q
w l

q+1
w · · · lnw

l1
f

· · · l
q−1

f
l
q
f

l
q+1

f
· · · ln

f

0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0

TABLE III
GROUP STATES WHEN THE SYSTEM IS DOWN

G1 · · · Gq−1 Gq Gq+1 · · · Gn

0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0

l1
f

· · · l
q−1

f
l
q
f

l
q+1

f
· · · ln

f

l1z · · · l
q−1
z l

q
z l

q+1
z · · · lnz

w. Since the number of active up components must be k, we

must have

M −

n∑

i=1

lif =

n∑

i=1

lia +

n∑

i=1

liw = k +

n∑

i=1

liw ≥ k (7)

As shown in Table III, if the system is in the failure state,

it means that all the components not in the down state must

be in state z. So, it must be

M −

n∑

i=1

lif =

n∑

i=1

liz < k (8)

The last inequality is true because otherwise the system

would be in the up state with enough active up components.

As a result, we can use function Id(s) to indicate whether

system state s is a down state, which is defined as

Id(s) =

{

1 M −
∑n

i=1 l
i
f < k

0 otherwise
(9)

Define q(s) as the integer q ∈ N that satisfies

q−1
∑

j=1

(Nj − l
j
f ) < k ≤

q
∑

j=1

(Nj − l
j
f ) (10)

when the system is up, and q(s) = 0 when the system is down.

Now we can detail how to uniquely determine a group state

when the system is up or down.

1) Group state when the system is up: If Id(s) = 0, then

s is an up state, denoted as s ≡ u, and from Table II we can

calculate the state of group Gi in the following way.

lia =







Ni − lif i < q(s)

k −
∑q−1

j=1 l
j
a i = q(s)

0 i > q(s)

(11)

liw =







0 i < q(s)

Nq − l
q
f − (k −

∑q−1
j=1 l

j
a) i = q(s)

Ni − lif i > q(s)

(12)

liz = 0 (13)
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2) Group state when the system is down: If Id(s) = 1, then

s is a down state, denoted as s ≡ d, and from Table III we

can find the state of group Gi as

lia = 0 (14)

liw = 0 (15)

liz = Ni − lif (16)

Thus, given any system state s in the form of (6), we can

uniquely determine the corresponding state x in the form of

(5) for all groups. Hence, we can define a map χ : S → X :

x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn) = χ(s) = χ(l1f , l
2
f , · · · , l

n
f ) (17)

From the previous discussion, the total number of system

states in X is at most
∏n

j=1(Nj + 1). If Ni = 2, n = 2, this

number will be 9. Here, we say “at most” because the state

space can be further reduced if we consider that state s must

satisfy
n∑

i=1

lif ≤ M − k + 1 (18)

This is because, by our assumptions, no further failure can

occur once the system has failed.

IV. AVAILABILITY MODELING WITH PEPA

A. Groups of System Components

In this paper, we provide the following PEPA components

to represent the behavior of group Gi in state xi.

B
i,u

lia,l
i
w,li

f
,0

def
=(fail ia, l

i
a · λi).(failL

i
a, ǫ).B

i,u

lia−1,liw,li
f
+1,0

|lia>0

+ (fail iw, l
i
w · λ′

i).(failL
i
w, ǫ).B

i,u

lia,l
i
w−1,li

f
+1,0

|liw>0

+ (repB i,⊤).Bi,u

lia,l
i
w+1,li

f
−1,0

|li
f
>0

+ (warm i,⊤).Bi,u

lia−1,liw+1,li
f
,0
|lia>0

+ (hot i,⊤).Bi,u

lia+1,liw−1,li
f
,0
|liw>0

+ (freezei,⊤).Bi,d

0,0,li
f
,lia+liw

(19)

B
i,d

0,0,li
f
,liz

def
=(repB i,⊤).Bi,d

0,0,li
f
−1,liz+1

|li
f
>0

+

liz∑

j=0

(defreezeij ,⊤).Bi,u

j,liz−j,li
f
,0

(20)

In the above component models, for each component group

Gi, we use two kinds of PEPA components to represent system

states: B
i,u

lia,l
i
w,li

f
,0

when the system is up and B
i,d

0,0,li
f
,liz

when

the system is down.

1) B
i,u

lia,l
i
w,li

f
,0

: Since the system is in the up state, so the

components of this group will fail at rate lia · λi from active

up states and at rate liw · λ′
i from warm up states. The action

type fail ia is used to send signals to other PEPA components

defined later to capture system behaviors, and failLi
a is used

to synchronize with other PEPA components defined later to

capture repair queue behaviors.

When a group component is repaired by a repair facility,

action repB i will occur in passive cooperation, the number of

failed components will decrease by 1, and the number of warm

standby components of this group will increase by 1. Whether

the repaired component needs to further enter into the active

up state will be left to be determined by PEPA components

representing system behaviors as will be introduced later in

this section.

If the group receives signal warm i, one of its active up

components will immediately enter into the warm up state. In

contrast, if it receives signal hot i, one of its components in

the warm up state will immediately enter into the active up

state.

If the group receives the signal freezei, indicating that

the system is down, it will immediately force all of its up

components (in both active and warm states) to enter into

state z.

2) B
i,d

0,0,li
f
,liz

: This is the PEPA component used to capture

the group behavior when the system is in the down state.

When a group component is repaired by a repair facility,

action repB i will occur in passive cooperation, and the number

of failed components will decrease by 1, and the number of

frozen components of this group will increase by 1. Whether it

needs to enter into the active up state or the warm up state will

be left to be determined by PEPA components representing

system behaviors as will be introduced later in this section.

If it receives a signal defreezeij , which means that the sys-

tem is entering an up state, this component will immediately

let j components in state z enter into the active up state and

the remaining liz−j components in state z enter into the warm

up state.

We can estimate the maximum number of PEPA com-

ponents thus defined needed in a model. By combinatorial

mathematics [47], for integer equation

q
∑

i=1

xi = N (21)

the number of all possible solutions is C
q−1
q−1+N

Since group Gi has Ni components, we have

lia + liw + lif + liz = Ni (22)

Recall that operational components may be in any of the states

active, warm or frozen. Notice that according to our definition

of the frozen state, for each group Gi, l
i
a + liw and liz cannot

be greater than 0 at the same time, i.e., for system state s

(s = u) ⇒ (liz = 0) (23)

(s = d) ⇒ (lia + liw = 0) (24)

So we only need to consider the cases

lia + liw + lif = Ni, s = u (25)

and

lif + liz = Ni, s = d (26)

By the preceding conclusion, the numbers of possible so-

lutions for (25) and (26) are C2
Ni+2, C1

Ni+1 respectively, so
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the maximum number of PEPA components that need to be

considered for (19) and (20) is

Np
g =

n∑

i=1

[
C2

Ni+2 + C1
Ni+1

]
(27)

For instance, if n = 2, Ni = 2, ∀i, then Np
g = 18.

B. Repair Facilities

Since all the repair facilities are treated as s-identical, for

each of the r repair facilities, we provide the following PEPA

components

V∅
def
=

∑

i∈N

(acci, ǫ).Vi (28)

Vi
def
= (repi, µi).(repB

i, ǫ).V∅ ∀i ∈ N (29)

where V∅ denotes that repair facility V is idle. Vi denotes

that the repair facility is in the process of repairing a failed

component of group Gi.

When a repair facility is in the idle state, it can accept

a failed component by sending out action signal acci to

all component groups when there is one or more system

components waiting for repair in the queue.

When a repair facility is in the state of repairing a failed

component from group Gi, it will complete the action repi at

rate µi, and share this with the PEPA component representing

system behavior. It will send signal repB i to the corresponding

PEPA group component immediately after the repair comple-

tion.

It can be easily seen that there are totally Np
r = n + 1

PEPA component equations to describe repair facilities. For

n = 2, Np
r = 3.

C. Queue for Repair

Since the number of repair facilities is finite, so the

incoming components must wait in a queue when all the

repair facilities are busy. Since we set priority for all groups

in accordance with their group index, for two components

Di ∈ Gi, D
j ∈ Gj waiting for repair, if i < j, then Di

will enter the repair process ahead of Dj when there is an

idle facility.

We use the following index to denote the state of the queue

m = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) (30)

where mi is the number of failed components of group Gi.

Thus, we provide a PEPA component for the queue in state

m as below

Lm1,m2,...,mn

def
=

∑

s∈{a,w}

(failL1
s,⊤).Lm1+1,m2,...,mn

+
∑

s∈{a,w}

(failL2
s,⊤).Lm1,m2+1,...,mn

· · ·

+
∑

s∈{a,w}

(failLn
s ,⊤).Lm1,m2,...,mn+1

+ (accα(m),⊤).LΛ(m)|α(m)>0

(31)

By the above PEPA expression, when a system component

of group Gi fails, the queue component will receive a signal

failLi
s, and so the queue will change the number of its

corresponding elements. When a repair facility becomes idle,

it will send signal accα(m) to the queue, and select a failed

component for repair according to the priorities of all the

components waiting in queue; subsequently the queue will

decrease the number of its elements associated with the group.

In (31), α(m) is an index function of the queue state m,

which is used to determine from which group to select a group

component to enter the repair process

α(m) = α(m1,m2, . . . ,mn)

=







1 m1 > 0

2 m1 = 0,m2 > 0

· · · · · ·

n m1 = · · · = mn−1 = 0,mn > 0

0 m1 = m2 = · · · = mn = 0

(32)

Notice that α(m) is defined in the way of (32) because a

component can enter the repair process only when there is no

component from a higher priority group waiting in the queue.

Λ(m) in (31) is a map from m to the resulting state of the

queue after taking out a component for repair when the state

of the queue is m.

Λ(m) = Λ(m1,m2, . . . ,mn)

= (0, · · · , 0,mα(m) − 1,mα(m)+1, · · · ,mn)
(33)

In a more compact form, (31) can be written as

Lm
def
=

∑

i∈N
s∈{a,w}

(failLi
s,⊤).Lm1,··· ,mi−1,mi+1,mi+1,··· ,mn

+ (accα(m),⊤).LΛ(m)|α(m)>0

(34)

From the above, we know that there are in total Np
q =

∏n

i=1(Ni + 1) PEPA component equations to describe the

queue. For n = 2, Ni = 2, i = 1, 2, we have Np
q = 9.

D. System Behavior

1) Components for Sending Signals: To facilitate cooper-

ation between PEPA components for availability evaluation,

we need to send signals when the system state changes. Such

signals should be sent out immediately after the system enters

into a new state, so we assign a sufficiently large activity

rate, ǫ, to associated activities. This large rate means that the

probability that these activities do not win in the race condition

is negligibly small.

For generating PEPA component definitions for the system

states, we can first generate S by enumeration, and then reduce

the space by deleting all those equations that do not satisfying

the constraint (18). In the sequel, we will refer to S as the

reduced state space.

Thus, for each s ∈ S, we define a PEPA component

Gs
def
=(G : Id(s), ǫ).G

′
s (35)
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where G : Id(s) is the action type used to send out the message

about whether the system is in the down state. For example,

G : 1 means that the system enters into a down state, while

G : 0 means that the system enters into an up state.

Obviously, the number of PEPA components in (35) is equal

to the number of states in S, which is at most
∏n

j=1(Nj +1).
2) Components for Interaction with Groups: To describe

the dependence of system states on the states of its groups,

for each s = (l1f , · · · , l
i−1
f , lif , l

i+1
f , · · · , lnf ) ∈ S, we define

maps ξi(s) and γi(s) as follows:

ξi(s) = (l1f , · · · , l
i−1
f , lif + 1, li+1

f , · · · , lnf )

γi(s) = (l1f , · · · , l
i−1
f , lif − 1, li+1

f , · · · , lnf )

For notational brevity, let

s′ = ξi(s) s′′ = γi(s)

q′ = q(s′) q′′ = q(s′′)

where q(s) is the integer defined by (10), i.e. the integer that

identifies the active group with the lowest priority.

Then, the PEPA component associated with system state s

can be written as

G′
s

def
=

∑

i∈N

[

(fail ia,⊤).(hotq
′

, ǫ).Gs′ |s′≡u

+ (fail ia,⊤).

n∏

j=1

(freezej , ǫ).Gs′ |s′≡d

+ (fail iw,⊤).Gs′

+ (repi,⊤).(hot i, ǫ).(warmq′′ , ǫ).Gs′′ |s≡u,s′′≡u,i<q′′

+ (repi,⊤).Gs′′ |s≡u,s′′≡u,i≥q′′

+ (repi,⊤).
n∏

j=1

(defreezejt , ǫ).Gs′′ |s≡d,s′′≡u

]

(36)

where t is the number of frozen components that need to be

put into the active state, which can be calculated as follows

t =







Nj − l
j
f j < q′′

k −
∑q′′−1

r=1 (Nr − lrf ) j = q′′

0 j > q′′

The terms in (36) are justified by the following explanations.

1) 1st term: when a system component of Gi fails from the

active up state, and the system is up before and after the

failure, another component of group Gq′ should enter

the active up state from the warm state. The index q′ is

determined by relation (10). This term exists only if the

resulting system state is up.

2) 2nd term: when a system component of Gi fails from the

active up state, and the system is down after the failure,

components in the up state of all groups should enter

the frozen state. This term exists only if the resulting

system state is down.

3) 3rd term: when a system component of Gi fails from the

warm up state, there will be no influence on the states

of other groups.

4) 4th term: when a system component of Gi finishes

repair, it will send a signal repi. If the system is in

the up state before and after the event occurs, and the

component has higher priority than a currently active

up component, then it should enter into the active up

state; thus a signal hot i is sent to group Gi, the replaced

component (with the lowest priority among the currently

active up components) is forced to enter the warm up

state by the signal warmq . This term exists only if the

repaired component has higher priority than a currently

active up component.

5) 5th term: when a system component of Gi finishes

repair, if the system is in the up state before and after the

event occurs, and the component does not have higher

priority than any currently active up component, then

nothing needs to be done other than the number of failed

components decreases by 1.

6) 6th term: when a system component of Gi finishes

repair, if the system then becomes up from the down

state, then the first k frozen components with highest

priorities will enter the active up state; this is realized

by sending out the signal defreeze
j
t to group Gj to let

t of its components enter the active up state, and the

remaining components enter the warm up state.

Since each s ∈ S is associated with a PEPA component

definition, the total number PEPA components here is also at

most
∏n

j=1(Nj + 1).

E. Cooperations Between Components

The complete PEPA model describes the dynamic behaviour

of the system by integrating all the components via coopera-

tions between them.
First, we define the following PEPA component to integrate

all the group components. This is a parallel composition of

components, one for each group as defined in (19).

BS
def
= B

1,u
N1,0,0,0

|| · · · ||Bq−1,u
Nq−1,0,0,0

||Bq,u
Nq−h,h,0,0

||Bq+1,u
0,Nq+1,0,0

|| · · · ||Bn,u
0,Nn,0,0

(37)

where q is given by

q−1
∑

j=1

Nj < k ≤

q
∑

j=1

Nj (38)

and h =
(
∑q

j=1 Nj

)

− k. The definition reflects that all

components are initially assumed to be in the up state and the

first k components are active whilst the remainder are initially

warm and up.
Next, we define a PEPA component to integrate BS with

the system behavior component by using cooperative actions

between them as defined below.

CoBS
def
= BS⊲⊳

L
Gy (39)

where the set of synchronising action types L are defined to

be

L = {fail ia, fail
i
w,warm

i, hot i, freezei,

defreeze ij | i ∈ N, j ≤ Ni} (40)
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and

y = (0, · · · , 0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

(41)

Finally, we need to define a PEPA component which com-

bines CoBS with the repair queue component and all the

repair facility components. This is a cooperation between

the various components which enforces synchronization on

appropriate activities.

CoBQR
def
=



CoBS ⊲⊳
i∈N

failLi
s,failLi

w

L(0, 0, · · · , 0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

)





⊲⊳
i∈N

acci,repi,repBi



V∅|| · · · ||V∅
︸ ︷︷ ︸

r



 (42)

F. Availability Evaluation

For availability evaluation, we introduce the following PEPA

components

GSys0
def
= (G : 1,⊤).GSys1

GSys1
def
= (G : 0,⊤).GSys0

where GSys0 represents that the system is in the up state, and

GSys1 denotes that the system is in the down state.

For evaluating system availability, we define a PEPA com-

ponent that reflects the system state changes depending on the

dynamics of all the other components as follows:

CopGSys
def
= GSys0 ⊲⊳

{G:0,G:1}
CoBQR (43)

The availability of the system can then be calculated as the

steady state probability of PEPA component GSys0.

V. MODEL GENERATION AND EXAMPLES

A. Tool for Generating PEPA model

We have implemented a tool which can automatically gener-

ate a PEPA model for a given generalized k-out-of-n: G warm

standby system by following the generation rules introduced

in this paper. Specifically, to describe a generalized k-out-of-

n: G warm standby system, one only needs to write a fairly

simple file which describes the value of k, the number of repair

facilities r, and the active mode failure rate λi, warm mode

failure rate λ′
i, repair rate µi, number of components Ni for

each group in the following text format:

k

r

λ1, λ
′
1, µ1, N1

. . .

λn, λ
′
n, µn, Nn

This software tool is available for download at http://groups.

inf.ed.ac.uk/paloma/k-out-of-n.jar. It is written in Java and can

be run on any machine if JDK 6 or a higher version of Java

is installed. The default value of ǫ is set to be 100 in the tool,

but it can be easily replaced with another appropriate value in

the generated PEPA file by using any text editor. The rule is

that ǫ needs to be significantly larger than all the failure rates

and repair rates of system components in applications.
The associated PEPA model can be generated by our tool

using the following command:

java -jar k-out-of-n.jar filename

where filename is the directory of the description file for the

generalized k-out-of-n: G warm standby system. The gener-

ated PEPA file can be directly parsed and analysed in the

Eclipse environment once the PEPA analysis tool PEPA plugin

(http://www.dcs.ed.ac.uk/pepa/documentation/ [6]) is installed.
The current PEPA plugin tool can provide the steady state

probability of each PEPA component. Therefore, by using

the generated PEPA model, we can readily also obtain other

performance measures of the system. For example, if we are

interested in the average idle probability of the repair facility,

we can simply evaluate it as the steady state probability of V∅

in (28).

B. Numerical Examples

To verify our modeling approach, we use the example

presented in [39] by Zhang et al. The example is a 3-out-

of-(2+2): G warm standby system with 2 repair facilities. The

components are partitioned into two groups, each of which

has two s-identical components. For components of the first

group, the failure rate in either the active state or the warm

standby state is 0.0007. For components of the second group,

the failure rates in active state and warm standby state are

0.001 and 0.0005 respectively. The repair rates for components

of the first and second group are 0.05, 0.03 respectively.
To build the PEPA model automatically, we write a text file

as follows.

3

2

0.0007, 0.0007, 0.05, 2

0.001, 0.0005, 0.03, 2

Using our compiler, we transform this description into

the input file for the PEPA plugin tool. By analyzing the

model with the PEPA plugin tool, the system’s stationary

availability is calculated as 0.997579, which matches well with

the result 0.9976 reported in [39]. Note that this result is

obtained by numerical solution of the underlying CTMC, not

by simulation.

For further verification, in addition to the above example,

we consider a special case of k-out-of-n: G warm standby

systems. Suppose the system is a 1-out-of-n warm standby

system with identical components, with failure rate in the

active up state and warm standby state denoted as λ and λ′

respectively, and the repair rate is µ, then the availability of

the system As and the idle probability of repair facility Ir can

be solved by using the analytical method provided by Cao and

Cheng in [48].
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TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF EXAMPLE SYSTEM

Group failure rate failure rate repair Number of

No in active state in warm state rate Components

1 0.02 0.01 0.02 2

2 0.04 0.02 0.03 2

3 0.05 0.01 0.05 2

4 0.06 0.01 0.05 2

5 0.07 0.01 0.05 2

TABLE V
AVAILABILITIES RESULTS IN DIFFERENT CASES

r 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 grps 0.4178 0.4178 0.4178

3 grps 0.5235 0.6726 0.7360 0.7360 0.7360

4 grps 0.5401 0.7266 0.8322 0.8823 0.9013 0.9013

5 grps 0.5440 0.7423 0.8631 0.9238 0.9517 0.9640

Ir = {1 +

n∑

j=1

1

µj

j−1
∏

q=0

[λ+ (n− q − 1)λ′]}−1 (44)

As = 1−
Ir

µn

n−1∏

q=0

[λ+ (n− q − 1)λ′] (45)

Assuming that n = 1, N1 = 5, k = 1, and r = 1, then

the system will become a 1-out-of-5 warm standby repairable

system with only one component group, which has s-identical

components. Letting λ = 0.05, λ′ = 0.02, µ = 0.08, and using

(44), (45), we can obtain As = 0.87443, Ir = 0.09135. By

our generated PEPA model and the PEPA plugin tool, setting

ǫ = 100 in the generated model (recall that ǫ is the rate of

an activity which is effectively instantaneous; 100 was chosen

as a suitable rate here as it is significantly larger than the

other rates in the model), we obtain As = 0.87439, Ir =
0.09172. The difference between the results is mainly due to

the approximation in the PEPA model since ǫ has a finite value.

If ǫ = 1000 in the generated model, we get As = 0.87442,

Ir = 0.09139, which is closer to the previous analytical results

derived by (44), (45).

To show the capability of our model in dealing with k-out-

of-n: G warm standby systems with more component groups,

we add 3 groups of components to the previous system

discussed by Zhang et al. in [39] ; the parameters of the

first two groups are changed but k remains as 3. Table IV

gives the parameters of the considered system.

To study the influence of the number of groups and repair

facilities, we calculate the system availability with different

numbers of repair facilities r and increasing numbers of

groups. The results of system availability are shown in Table

V, where i grps (i = 2, 3, 4, 5) means the system consisting

of the first i groups in Table IV,

From the results in Table V, we can see that the availability

of the system will no longer increase when the number of

repair facilities exceeds some value. This means that the

repair is no longer the bottleneck in the system. For example,

TABLE VI
TIME COST IN DIFFERENT CASES (IN SECONDS)

r 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 grps 0.001 0.001 0.001

3 grps 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

4 grps 0.22 0.24 0.30 0.35 0.36 0.37

5 grps 7.89 8.73 9.97 10.27 11.48 13.01

for the system consisting of the first three groups, after r

becomes 4, availability remains the same. This means that if

the repair capability is sufficient, the availability will be mainly

determined by the failure rates of the components. Moreover,

we can observe that with a fixed number of repair facilities,

the system availability will increase gradually with the number

of groups, but not as significantly as by increasing r when it

is relatively small. In summary, we can see that for k-out-

of-n: G warm standby systems, both the number of groups

and the number of repair facillities are useful for improving

the system availability, but after they are sufficiently large,

increasing only one of them will have no obvious effect when

the other remains the same. Table VI shows the total time cost

to generate and solve the PEPA models for the different cases.

All the experiments were run on a MacBook Pro laptop with

8 GB memory size and 2 GHz Intel Core i7.

VI. CONCLUSION

Availability modeling of warm standby repairable systems

with non-identical components is a challenging topic due to

strong interdependencies and system dynamics. In contrast to

the conventional Markov chain modeling approach in existing

literature, our PEPA-based modeling approach can avoid the

difficulty in directly establishing the high dimensional gener-

ator matrix of the Markov chain, whose elements depend on

the state dynamics of the components. In essence, direct con-

struction of the generator matrix is a flat modeling approach,

whereas PEPA is a compositional modeling approach, which

can describe the whole system by integrating models of its

subsystems with different levels of action cooperations. This

makes the modeling process relatively clear, in a logical way.

In addition, as the resulting PEPA model has compositional

structure, we can also obtain other performance measures like

idle probability of the repair facility using the PEPA modeling

and analysis tools.

However, there are also some limitations of our approach.

Firstly, our research in this paper does not consider more

complex cases with imperfect coverage, switching and sensing

failures, common cause failures, components with different

repair rates for failures from active up states and warm up

states. Secondly, due to the current limitations of the PEPA

tool, we are unable to provide reliability evaluation results.

Thirdly, although our approach avoids the direct construction

of the high dimensional infinitesimal generator of the CTMC,

and hands this job over to the PEPA tool, the state explosion

problem of the CTMC model still exists in solving the model

using the PEPA tool. The scale of the model that can be solved

will depend on the capability of specific computer running
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the software. More efficient algorithms for solving large scale

CTMCs are still needed. Therefore, with respect to availability

and reliability modeling of warm standby systems using PEPA,

much interesting and meaningful research is anticipated.
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